
 

 

 

MEMORANDUM 
 

Meeting Date: January 16, 2019 

To:   Chair Moser and Members of the Planning Commission 

From:   Rob White, Planning Director 

RE:   Shoreline Master Program Periodic Review 

 
 

Meeting Purpose: 
To hold a public hearing, followed by final 

Planning Commission approval the proposed 

edits to the Ruston Shoreline Master Program. 

 

Recommended Motion: 
I move that the Planning Commission approve 

the Draft SMP Edits document and direct staff 

to forward it on to the City Council and the 

Department of Ecology for final approval. 

 

Project Background: 
As discussed at the Planning Commission’s August 

meeting, WAC 173-26-090 requires periodic review 

of Shoreline Master Programs (SMP) at least every 

eight years - Ruston’s is due in 2019. 

   

Since August, Ruston’s staff reviewed the list of 

updates provided by Ecology, (detailed in the 

attached SMP Periodic Review Checklist: Analysis 

and Recommendation), and also prepared the Draft 

SMP Edits document, (also attached). On December 

12, 2018, the Planning Commission reviewed the 

drafts and directed staff to make minor changes 

which are now ready for a public hearing. 

 

What’s Next: 
Following the public hearing on the Draft SMP Edits 

document, the Planning Commission will make any 

final edits and then approve it. Staff will then forward 

it on to City Council and Ecology for final approval, 

(see figure, right). 
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Shoreline Master Program Periodic Review 
Checklist: Analysis and Recommendations 
Last Updated: January 14, 2019 

Summary: 

In order to provide guidance to local governments as to which updates to the Washington 

Advisory Code (WAC) or the Revised Code of Washington (RCW) might be applicable to a 

particular jurisdiction, the Department of Ecology (Ecology) provided a comprehensive checklist 

of changes to assist jurisdictions with their Shoreline Master Program (SMP) periodic review. 

After having reviewed Ecology’s checklist Ruston’s staff have determined which items were 

applicable, and which ones were not, and then drafted proposed updates to Ruston’s SMP 

language as needed.  The checklist was then provided to Ecology for their review and comment, 

and was also reviewed by the Planning Commission at their work study session of December 

12, 2018.  Since then, staff has updated the Draft SMP Edits document to reflect the requested 

changes. 

 

Please note that the draft language associated with the proposed changes described below is 

highlighted in the document titled “Draft SMP Edits” with deleted language shown in strike-

out and proposed language shown underlined. 

 

January 16, 2019: Revisions Included in Public Hearing Draft 

Planning Commission Comment Regarding Boat Ramp Depths RMC 15.01.070(c)(2).  

What is the proposed change? 

At the December 12, 2018 Planning Commission work study session, discussion occurred 

regarding how far below the ordinary high water mark boat ramps should be allowed to be 

constructed.  Since the current SMP allows depths of up to 8 feet, which was thought to be too 

shallow, a suggestion to allow deeper construction of up to 12 feet was made.  Staff followed up 

with the Department of Ecology for a recommendation, which was to delete the reference to a 

specific depth and instead use the phrase “the minimum necessary”.  The draft SMP edits 

document has been updated to reflect the recommended change. 
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Where is the change? 

Draft language is highlighted in the attached Draft SMP Edits document at RMC 

15.01.070(c)(2). 

Planning Commission Request to Update the SMP Shoreline Jurisdiction Map 15.01.100.  

What is the proposed change? 

At the December 12, 2018 Planning Commission work study session, it was requested that the 

SMP Shoreline Jurisdiction Map be updated to remove the outdated aerial photo background 

and replace it. As requested, staff updated the map and replaced the aerial photo with a 

standard street view map background instead. 

 

Where is the change? 

An updated map has been added in the attached Draft SMP Edits document at RMC 15.01.100. 

Ecology Draft SMP Edits Comment #1 – Governor’s Exemption  

What is the proposed change? 

Ecology staff recommends deletion of 15.01.080(c)(5), which provides exemption from 

substantial development permits for a project when specifically provided for by the Governor.  

The draft SMP edits document has been updated to reflect the recommended change. 

  

Where is the change? 

Draft language is highlighted in the attached Draft SMP Edits document at RMC 

15.01.080(c)(5). 

Ecology Draft SMP Edits Comment #2 – ADA Retrofitting  

What is the proposed change? 

Ecology staff recommends deletion of 15.01.080(o)(6), because this provision is an exemption 

from the requirement for an SDP but not from review under the SMP and the SMA.  Since the 

ADA retrofitting exemption is already addressed in the Ruston SMP by citation to WAC 173-27-

040 in 15.05.080(d)(1), this language is not necessary.  The draft SMP edits document has 

been updated to reflect the recommended change. 

  

Where is the change? 

Draft language that was originally included in the December 12, 2018 draft SMP edits has been 

removed and is no longer located at RMC 15.01.080(o)(6). 
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December 12, 2018: Analysis and Recommendations (Previously 
Reviewed by Planning Commission) 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2017(a).  

What’s required? 

The Washington State Office of Financial Management (OFM) adjusted the cost threshold for 

substantial development permits to $7,047.  Cities that include specific cost thresholds in their 

code need to update to reflect the updated amount. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

No.  Ruston’s SMP does not provide a specific cost threshold for exempt development, rather it 

references RCW 90.58.030, so an update is not required. 

 

Where is the change? 

No change required. 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2017(b).  

What’s required? 

Ecology amended rules to clarify that the definition of “development” does not include 

dismantling or removing structures. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

Yes.  Since Ruston’s SMP definition of “development” does not address dismantling or 

removing structures, an update is required. 

 

Where is the change? 

Draft language is highlighted in the attached Draft SMP Edits document at RMC 15.01.020. 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2017(c).  

What’s required? 

Ecology adopted rules that clarify exceptions to local review under the SMA.  The rule clarifies 

that requirements to obtain a substantial development permit, conditional use permit, variance, 

letter of exemption, or other review conducted by local government to implement the SMA do 

not apply to: 

 

● Remedial hazardous substance cleanup actions; 

● Boatyard improvements to meet NPDES requirements; and 

● Certain WSDOT maintenance and safety projects and activities. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 
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Yes.  Updates to SMP’s to include revised exception language is required state-wide. 

 

Where is the change? 

Draft language is highlighted in the attached Draft SMP Edits document at RMC 15.01.080(o). 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2017(d).  

What’s required? 

Ecology amended rules that clarify permit filing procedures consistent with a 2011 State statute.  

Amendments to all SMP’s state-wide are required to reflect the new permit filing procedure. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

Yes.  

 

Where is the change? 

Draft language is highlighted in the attached Draft SMP Edits document at RMC 15.01.080(m). 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2017(e).  

What’s required? 

Ecology amended forestry use regulations to clarify that forest practices that only involves 

timber cutting are not SMA “developments” and do not require Substantial Development 

Permits. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

No.  Ruston’s does not have, nor does it anticipate, substantial forestry activities along its 

shorelines.  Language in the State SMP is adequate without modification to Ruston’s SMP. 

 

Where is the change? 

No change required. 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2017(f).  

What’s required? 

Ecology amended a permit rule in WAC 173-22-070 that addressed lands within federal 

boundaries to clarify that areas and uses in those areas that are under exclusive federal 

jurisdiction as established through federal or state statutes are not subject to the jurisdiction of 

the SMA.  Although the ASARCO Superfund cleanup site is within federal jurisdiction while 

cleanup is ongoing, according to a discussion with Ecology staff, the site is not permanently 

under federal jurisdiction and therefore is not subject to this change. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

No.  Ecology staff have determined that the ASARCO Superfund site does not fall within their 

definition of “lands within federal boundaries”. 
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Where is the change? 

No change required. 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2017(g).  

What’s required? 

Ecology clarified “default” provisions for nonconforming uses and development.  Ruston’s 

existing language is similar but will need to be updated. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

Yes. 

 

Where is the change? 

Draft language is highlighted in the attached Draft SMP Edits document at RMC 15.01.020 

(Definitions), and RMC 15.01.080(j), (Nonconforming Use and Development)  

 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2017(h).  

What’s required? 

Ecology adopted rule amendments to clarify the scope and process for conducting periodic 

reviews of local SMP’s. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

Yes.  Ruston’s SMP language is similar but in need of updating. 

 

Where is the change? 

Draft language is highlighted in the attached Draft SMP Edits document at RMC 15.01.090 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2017(i).  

What’s required? 

Ecology adopted Shoreline Management Act (SMA) rule amendments creating an optional SMP 

amendment process that allows for a shared local/state public comment period.  Since the 

process change affects how cities go about amending their SMP’s, the only requirement is that 

city staff understand the change. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

Yes, it’s applicable, but no change is required.  Although it was necessary for Ruston’s staff to 

understand the implications of the alternative amendment process described in RCW 173-26-

104, it is not necessary to amend Ruston’s SMP. 

 

Where is the change? 

No change required. 
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SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2017(j).  

What’s required? 

Ecology made a few minor amendments to WAC 173-26-110, the rule that describes what local 

governments provide to Ecology for final review of SMP amendments. The rule clarifies that 

submittals may be in digital form, and deleted the requirement to send two paper copies. It 

clarified that the submittal should include a summary of amendments made in response to 

public comments. It also clarified that local governments would submit their final periodic review 

checklist when taking action on the periodic review. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

Yes, it’s applicable, but no change is required.  Although it was necessary for Ruston’s staff to 

understand the implications of the new submittal standards, it is not necessary to amend 

Ruston’s SMP. 

 

Where is the change? 

No change required. 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2016(a).  

What’s required? 

The Legislature created a new shoreline permit exemption for retrofitting existing structures to 

comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

Yes. 

 

Where is the change? 

Draft language is highlighted in the attached Draft SMP Edits document at RMC 15.01.080(o)(6) 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2016(b).  

What’s required? 

Ecology updated wetlands critical areas guidance including implementation guidance for the 

2014 wetlands rating system.  

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

Yes, but since Ruston’s Critical Areas Ordinance (CAO), (RMC 15.02) already addresses critical 

areas wetland buffers, amendments to the SMP are not necessary, however, in researching this 

checklist item it was discovered that the Ruston Zoning Code (RMC 25.01) includes language 

that should be removed as it is no longer necessary given the specificity of the CAO. 

 

Where is the change? 

No change to the SMP is required. However, the zoning code will need to be amended to repeal 

RMC 25.01.070, (Natural Systems), under a separate code amendment process. 
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SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2015(a).  

What’s required? 

The checklist requires an update to local SMP’s to reflect that through amendments to RCW 

47.01.485, RCW 90.58.140, and WAC 173-27-125, the Legislature adopted a 90-day target for 

local review of Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) projects. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

Yes.  Ruston’s SMP references state codes. 

 

Where is the change? 

Draft language is highlighted in the attached Draft SMP Edits document at RMC 15.01.080(b)(3) 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2014(a).  

What’s required? 

The checklist requires an update to local SMP’s to reflect that the Legislature raised the cost 

threshold for requiring a Substantial Development Permit (SDP) for replacement docks on lakes 

and rivers to $20,000 (from $10,000). 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

No.  Ruston’s shorelines do not contain lakes or rivers. 

 

Where is the change? 

No change required. 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2014(b).  

What’s required? 

The checklist requires an update to local SMP’s to reflect that the Legislature created a new 

definition and policy for floating on-water residences legally established on or before July 1, 

2014. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

No.  Since Ruston has no existing floating homes, this checklist item is not applicable. 

 

Where is the change? 

No change required. 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2012(a). 

What’s required? 

The checklist requires jurisdictions to consider an update to local SMP’s to reflect that the 

Legislature amended the Shoreline Management Act (SMA) to clarify SMP appeal procedures.   

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 
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No.  Since Ruston’s SMP does not provide for specific appeal procedures and instead relies on 

the language in State codes, there is no need to include new language.  Rather, Ruston staff 

must be aware that the change to the State codes has occurred and is applicable. 

 

Where is the change? 

No change required. 

 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2011(a).  

What’s required? 

The checklist requires jurisdictions to consider an update to local SMP’s to reflect that Ecology 

adopted a rule requiring that wetlands be delineated in accordance with the approved federal 

wetland delineation manual. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

No.  Amendment to WAC 173-22-035 is noted, however, since Ruston’s shoreline jurisdiction 

does not include any critical areas, (because it is entirely within the ASARCO Superfund 

cleanup site), this checklist item is not applicable.  Wetland delineation throughout the entire city 

will continue to be regulated consistent with Ruston’s existing Critical Areas Ordinance (CAO). 

 

Where is the change? 

No change required. 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2011(b).  

What’s required? 

The checklist requires jurisdictions to consider an update to local SMP’s to reflect that Ecology 

adopted extensive new rules for new commercial geoduck aquaculture. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

No.  Aquaculture is a prohibited use in Ruston’s SMP, so updates to geoduck aquaculture are 

not applicable. 

 

Where is the change? 

No change required. 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2011(c).  

What’s required? 

The checklist requires jurisdictions to consider an update to local SMP’s to reflect that the 

Legislature created a new definition and policy for floating homes permitted or legally 

established prior to January 1, 2011. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 
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No.  Since Ruston has no existing floating homes, this checklist item is not applicable. 

 

Where is the change? 

No change required. 

 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2011(d).  

What’s required? 

The checklist requires jurisdictions to consider an update to local SMP’s to reflect that the 

Legislature authorized a new option to classify existing structures as conforming. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

No.  Since all existing structures were removed in the early phases of the ASARCO Superfund 

site cleanup process, there is no need to amend Ruston’s SMP to address them. 

 

Where is the change? 

No change required. 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2010(a).  

What’s required? 

The checklist requires jurisdictions to be aware of an update to State regulations that adopted 

Growth Management Act - Shoreline Management Act clarifications concerning critical areas 

found in RCW 90.58.610, RCW 36.70A.480 and WAC 173-26-221(2)(a). 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

Yes, although it was necessary for Ruston’s staff to understand the implications of the change, it 

is not necessary to amend Ruston’s SMP, (in part because Ruston has adopted a CAO, but 

also because Ruston’s shorelines do not include any critical areas). 

 

Where is the change? 

No change required. 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2009(a).  

What’s required? 

The checklist requires jurisdictions to consider an update to local SMP’s to reflect that the 

Legislature created new “relief” procedures for instances in which a shoreline restoration project 

with an Urban Growth Area (UGA) boundary creates a shift in the Ordinary High Water Mark. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

No.  Ruston does not have a UGA, so updates specific to them are not applicable. 

 

Where is the change? 
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No change required. 

 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2009(b).  

What’s required? 

The checklist requires jurisdictions to consider an update to local SMP’s to reflect that Ecology 

adopted a rule for certifying wetland mitigation banks. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

No.  There are no wetland critical areas within Ruston’s shoreline.  Further, mitigation banking is 

already adopted as a method of innovative mitigation in Ruston’s CAO for use city-wide. 

 

Where is the change? 

No change required. 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2009(c).  

What’s required? 

The checklist requires jurisdictions to consider an update to local SMP’s to reflect that the 

Legislature added moratoria authority and procedures to the Shoreline Management Act. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

Yes. 

 

Where is the change? 

Draft language is highlighted in the attached Draft SMP Edits document at RMC 15.01.100 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2007(a).  

What’s required? 

The checklist requires updating the definition of “floodway.” 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

Yes. 

 

Where is the change? 

Draft language is highlighted in the attached Draft SMP Edits document at RMC 15.01.020 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2007(b).  

What’s required? 

The checklist requires jurisdictions to consider an update to local SMP’s to include a list and 

map of streams and lakes that are within the shoreline jurisdiction. 
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Is it applicable to Ruston? 

Yes, but since Ruston’s shoreline jurisdiction does not include any streams or lakes, an 

amendment to Ruston’s SMP is not required. 

 

Where is the change? 

No change required. 

SMP Periodic Review Checklist Item 2007(c).  

What’s required? 

The checklist requires jurisdictions to consider an update to local SMP’s to reflect that Ecology’s 

rule listing statutory exemptions from the requirement for an SDP was amended to include fish 

habitat enhancement projects that conform to the provisions of RCW 77.55.181. 

 

Is it applicable to Ruston? 

Yes, but since Ruston’s SMP simply cites the RCW list of exemptions, no change is needed. 

 

Where is the change? 

No change required. 

 

 

Miscellaneous Code Amendments 

 

1) RMC 15.01.020 “Buffer” has been amended to provide reference to the definitions 

section of the Ruston CAO. 

2) RMC 15.01.070(d)(3) - Typo was corrected. 

3) RMC 15.01.080(a)(6) - Miscellaneous amendments to application requirements, i.e. two-

foot contours instead of five-foot contours, easements shown on site plan, etc. 

 

 




